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THE EXACT STRENGTH OF THE CLASS FORCING THEOREM

Abstrat:

Gödel�Bernays set theory GBC proves that su�iently nie (i.e. pretame) lass forings satisfy the foring

theorem�that is, these foring notions P admit foring relations P satisfying the reursive de�nition of

the foring relation. It follows that statements true in the orresponding foring extensions are fored and

fored statements are true. But there are lass forings for whih having their foring relation exeeds GBC

in onsisteny strength. So GBC does not prove the foring theorem for all lass forings. This is in ontrast

to the well-known ase of set foring, where ZFC proves the foring theorem for all set forings. On the other

hand, stronger seond-order set theories suh as Kelley�Morse set theory KM prove the foring theorem for

all lass forings, providing an upper bound. What is the exat strength of the lass foring theorem?

I will show that, over GBC, the foring theorem for all lass forings is equivalent to ETROrd the priniple

of elementary trans�nite reursion for reursions of height Ord. This is equivalent to the existene of Ord-
iterated truth prediates for �rst-order truth relative to any lass parameter; whih is in turn equivalent to

the existene of truth prediates for the in�nitary languages LOrd,ω(∈, A) allowing any lass parameter A.

This situates the lass foring theorem preisely in the hierarhy of theories between GBC and KM.

This is joint work with Vitoria Gitman, Joel Hamkins, Peter Holy, and Philipp Shliht.
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